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Reliable Investment Bridge

MEET
THE TEAM

Given the credibility of its founder, H.E. Dr Mulatu Teshome, CINE’s strategic
national and global networks, and the well-versed experts that its pulls
together, CNE is in an exclusive position to serve as a reliable investment
bridge between investors, policy makers and other investment stakeholders.
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MR LEMMA (MBTS & MA) is currently pursuing his
Doctoral Studies in Leadership from American
Inistitution. He is Business Strategist, Leadership
& Management Expert
Coach and Trainer for several local and international Business Companies, Charities and Public
Institutions. Mr Lemma has authored thirty books,
which primarily focus on human capital and institutional development.

PRESIDENT MULATU TESHOME His
Excellency Dr Mulatu was the Former
president of the Federal Democratic
Republic of Ethiopia (2013 - 2018).
Prior to his service as elected Speaker
of the House of Federation, he was
Minister of Agriculture (2001-2002)
and Vice Minister at the Ministry
of Economic Development and
Cooperation,

Center for Investment
Networking in Ethiopia
CINE
VISION: CINE aspires to see developed

and globally connected Ethiopia through
win-win and sustainable investment
partnership.

MISSION: CINE as an Ethiopian

investment Think Tank Center
exists to be a reliable investment bridge that would catalyze
viable and sustainable investment endeavors.

INTRODUCTION
TO
YO U R
I N V E S T M E N T D E S T I N AT I O N :

Capital City: Addis Ababa, seat of
the African Union (AU) and United
Nations Economic Commission for
Africa (ECA) Area: 1.104 million
sq. kilometers. Population: Appx.
105 million (2018) Arable land:
513,000 square kilometers (45%)
Irrigated land: 34,200 square
kilometers (3%)

CINE

Center for Investment
Networking in Ethiopia
P.O. Box:
21405/1000,
Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia
Email:
ceocine@investethiopia.org
signupcine@gmail.
com
Telephone:
+251-111-261410
Office Hours: GMT+3
(0900 am -1700 pm)
CINE (Center for Investment Networking in Ethiopia)

ABOUT THE PRESIDENT: H i s
Excellency, Dr Mulatu Teshome
was elected President of the
Federal Democratic Republic of
Ethiopia on October 7, 2013 by
the joint session of the House of
People’s Representatives and the
House of Federation. Dr Mulatu
was Ambassador Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary of the Federal
Democratic Republic of Ethiopia to
WHY INVEST IN ETHIOPIA: Every
investment destination brings with it
both opportunities and challenges.
Ethiopia is no different. Yet, Ethiopia
presents uniquely untapped
opportunities to both local and
overseas investors. There is clear
legal framework that the government
of Ethiopia has instituted to leverage
and guide investments.
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CINE

“Networking in investment takes time,
and when done correctly can yield
great results for years to come.”
Dr Mulatu Teshome

Reliable
INVESTMENT BRIDGE

CINE (Center for Investment Networking in Ethiopia)

CINE 2021
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CINE

TOURISM           

ABOUT CINE

INFORMATION

CINE was established
by
the
Former
President of the Federal
Democratic Republic of
Ethiopia, His Excellency
Dr Mulatu Teshome, to
continue serving his
country with the rich
experience he has
developed over the
years.
Dr Mulatu has devoted
his entire professional
life to serve his
country by playing his
role in the national
endeavor of uplifting
the living standard of
the people of Ethiopia,
and achieving the goal
of building a stable,
democratic, peaceful
and prosperous proud
nation.
CINE birthed out of
Dr Mulatu’s proven
experience and deep
conviction that viable
investment can serve
as strong means to
rapid industrialization.
To this effect, CINE
will dedicate itself to
leveraging investments

Ethiopia is an ancient country
whose unique cultural heritage,
rich history and remarkable
biodiversity are reflected in a tally
of nine UNESCO World Heritage
Sites - more than any other country
in Africa.
Within its borders, you’ll find the
world’s fourth-holiest Islamic
city, along with as the oldest
continuously-occupied town
south of the Sahara. Compelling
antiquities include the medieval There are many UNESCO regisRock-Hewn Churches of Lalibela tered historical sites and cultural
and Gheralta, ruined palaces and sites to be seen in Ethiopia
temples dating back 3,000 years.

Strategically located as a jumping off point in the Horn of Africa, close to
the Middle East and Europe markets

FINANCE            AGRO             

COUNTRY INFORMATION                   

FINANCIAL SECTORS
AND MONEY
COMMERCIAL BANK
OF ETHIOPIA

COME & INVEST IN ETHIOPIA

Capital City: Addis Ababa, seat of Irrigated land: 34,200 square
the African Union (AU) and United kilometers (3%)
Nations Economic Commission for
Africa (ECA)
Population density: Appx. 90.5
per square kilometer (2017)
Area: 1.104 million sq. kilometers
GDP per capita: US$ 846 (2017)
Population: Appx. 105 million
(2018)
Topography: Ethiopia has an
elevated central plateau varying
Arable land: 513,000 square kilo- in height from 2,000 to 3,000
meters (45%)
meters above sea level. In the
North and center of the country

CONSTRUCTION                             
ROAD, DAM, BRIDGES, REAL EASTATE

Right:
ETHIOPIAN
Renaissance
Dam

CINE (Center for Investment Networking in Ethiopia)

Construction in Ethiopia
has become the most vital
component to develop Ethiopia.
It plays a critical role on social
economy, especially to decrease
the unemployment rate. But
the method of management,
transaction, correspondence,
and marketing of construction
area in Ethiopia doesn’t change
a bit. Constructionproxy.com
will provide reliable packages of
data, information, news, formats,
estimates, current construction
material cost and also helps to
connect with experts practicing

The history of the Commercial
Bank of Ethiopia (CBE) dates back
to the establishment of the State
Bank of Ethiopia in 1942.CBE
was legally established as a share
company in 1963.In 1974, CBE
merged with the privately owned
Addis Ababa Bank. Since then, it
has been playing signiﬁcant roles
in the development of the country.

AGRICULTURAL
SECTORS

The ATA’s Private Sector in
Agriculture team, through support
from USAID’s Investment Support
Program and Dalberg Global
Development Advisors, has developed detailed analyses on ten
promising agribusiness investment opportunities summarized
below. (Click on each title to view
an executive summary of the case
study).

Currently CBE has more than 22
million account holders and the
number of Mobile and Internet
Banking users also reached more
than 2.5 million as of June 30th
2019 . Active ATM card holders
reached more than 8 million. ▣
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INVESTMENT
PROMOTION
&
NETWORKING
CINE has formed a
triplicate partnership
by signing a strategic
partnership agreement
with the Ethiopian
Investment Commission
and the Ethiopian
Chamber of Commerce
and Sectoral Association.
CINE is in the process
of becoming a member
of the World Association
of Investment Promotion
Agency - AWAIPA.
CINE also has individuals
and organizations
as Council Members
and Honorary Board
Members.
Moreover, CINE is
intending to be connected
to Trusted Law Firms,
Consultancy Firms,
Think tanks, and Higher
Learning Institutions as
operational partners and
or as counsel members.

These eight investment opportunities were selected for their readiness, alignment with investor interests, and support of national and
local priorities.

THE NEW COMMERCIAL BANK
OF ETHIOPIA

They reflect a range of potential
investments, both greenfield and
brownfield, ranging from $1 million
to $20 million USD, across cattle,
poultry, soybean, fruit & vegetable,
and wheat value chains.

Top: Industry Park in
major sites

CINE 2021
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CINE

Road Construction

Reliable Investment Bridge

Mining Industry in Ethiopia

Flower & Fruit farming industry

Construction industry in Ethiopia
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Electric Light and Power management

INVESTORS DIRECTION & GUIDE                   

WHY INVEST
IN ETHIOPIA :
MAIN POINTS
Every investment destination
brings with it both opportunities and
challenges. Ethiopia is no different.
Yet, Ethiopia presents uniquely
untapped opportunities to both local
and overseas investors. There is clear
legal framework that the government
of Ethiopia has instituted to leverage
and guide investments.
The Ethiopian Investment
Commission (www.investethiopia.gov.
et), a national government structure,
is dedicated to creating a more
conducive investment landscape that
would provide effective and efficient
services to investors. The Ethiopian
Growth and Transformation Plan,
which aims to escort Ethiopia to a
Middle-Income status by 2025 has
multi-sector foreign direct investment
as its key priority. Most importantly, the
Ethiopian government is committed
to ensuring the Ease of Business
Doing that would provide investment

incentives, efficient investment due
diligence, better operational freedom,
and flexible policy structures.
Ethiopia also presents vast investment
potential in terms of resources.
Ethiopia’s land area of 1.14 million
kM2 is endowed with untapped natural
resources making the country largely
auspicious investment destination. Of
all African countries, Ethiopia is known
for its highly favorable climate. With
the population of over 115 million,
Ethiopia is the 2nd most populous
country in Africa and the 12th in the
world. Such demography presents not
only enormous domestic market but
also large trained and trainable young
productive population with median
age of 19.
Ethiopia is a gateway to Africa, and
Addis Ababa, the capital city, is
where both the African Union - AU
and the United Nations Economic

CINE (Center for Investment Networking in Ethiopia)

With the
population
of over 115
million, Ethiopia
is the 2nd
most populous
country in Africa

Commission for Africa - UNECA
are headquartered. Addis Ababa is
referred to as the “Political Capital of
Africa” due to its historical, diplomatic,
and political significance for Africa.
Addis Ababa is known not only for its
highest concentration of Embassies
in Africa, but also for hosting several
other regional and international
organizations.
Ethiopian economy has grown fast
with an average of 10.3% since 2006,
compared to a regional average of
5.4%. Investment infrastructure

is continuously enlarging and improving. The nation
is experiencing peace and lasting stability. Half of the
world population lives in a ‘radius’ of 8 hours flight from
Ethiopia, making the country highly accessible logistically
to 3.8 Billion people in all direction. The Ethiopian Airlines,
Member of Star Alliance and the best African Airlines for a
decade, flies to over 110 world cities, and gives Ethiopia
strategic dominance as a jumping off point to Africa and
the whole World.
The establishment of Centre for Investment Networking
in Ethiopia not only as reliable investment bridge for
investors to walk on but also as reliable partner that walks
along investors will add value to investors in Ethiopia.
CINE 2021
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ABOUT THE
FORMER PRESIDENT
Dr MULATU TESHOME
His Excellency, Dr Mulatu Teshome was
elected President of the Federal Democratic
Republic of Ethiopia on October 7, 2013 by
the joint session of the House of People’s
Representatives and the House of Federation.
His Excellency Dr Mulatu was the Speaker of
the House of Federation during October 2002
– October 2005, which is the second Chamber
of the Federal Government.
Prior to his service as elected Speaker of
the House of Federation, he was Minister of
Agriculture (2001-2002) and Vice Minister at
the Ministry of Economic Development and
Cooperation, very well known as: MEDAC
(1995-2001).
Dr Mulatu was Ambassador Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary of the Federal Democratic
Republic of Ethiopia to the Republic of Turkey,
and simultaneously accredited as nonresident
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
to the Republic of Georgia, the Republic of
Azerbaijan, the Republic of Kazakhstan and
the Republic of Tajikistan during March 2006 September 2020.
Dr Mulatu was Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary to the People’s Republic of
China (1994-1995), to Japan (1992-1994); and
nonresident Ambassador to Thailand, Vietnam,
Indonesia, Australia and the Philippines.
With his rich global exposure in economic
diplomacy and professional experiences
capacities, he was in charge of bilateral
and multilateral international economic
cooperation, and led Ethiopian delegation to
various regional and global platforms.

CINE (Center for Investment Networking in Ethiopia)

Networking
in investment
takes time,
and when
done correctly
can yield great results
for years to come.
H.E. Dr Mulatu Teshome
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INVESTMENT

PROCESS
LICENSING
& REGISTRATION

E

THIOPIA’S NEW INVESTMENT Permit
Application process is simple and requires
only a few steps and, those steps vary slightly
depending on the business form under which
investors plan to operate their business:
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP:

STEP 3: Submit filled and signed
application form (by the investor
or general manager or authorized
person) together with project proposal
(business plan) and previous business
background (company profile), copy of
valid passport, investment/ business
visa to Licensing and Registration
Department,

▄ Authenticated by the concerned
notary office and Ethiopian
Embassy in the foreign country; and

STEP 4: Collect bank letter from
Licensing and Registration
Department to get permission to open
a foreign currency account at National
Bank of Ethiopia.

1. Memorandum of association and
Article of Association
2. Certificate of origin
3. Minutes of resolution
4. Power of attorney

STEP 5: Transfer/deposit cash in the
opened company bank account,

OTHERS

STEP 6: Collect confirmation letter and
credit advise from bank,
STEP 7: Submit two recent passport
size photographs of the investor,

STEP 1: Collect information from Ethiopian
Investment Commission (EIC) Information
and Investment Promotion Department about
requirements, incentives and etc.

STEP 8: Collect investment permit
certificate from Licensing and
Registration Department.

STEP 2: Collect application form from www.
investethiopia.gov.et or EIC information desk,

ALL DOCUMENTS WHOSE SOURCES
ARE OUTSIDE OF ETHIOPIA SHALL BE:

CINE (Center for Investment Networking in Ethiopia)

▄ Authenticated and registered by
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
Ethiopia.
DOCUMENTS TO BE NOTARIZED AND
AUTHENTICATED

(USD 100.000 if it is architectural
or engineering works or
related technical consultancy
services, technical testing,
and analysis or in publishing)
▄ For joint venture company, the
minimum capital requirement is
150,000 USD (USD 50.000 if it is
architectural or engineering works
or related technical consultancy
services, technical testing and
analysis or in publishing)
▄
TAXATION

The Ethiopian tax system
comprises direct and
indirect taxes. Direct taxes
include personal income
tax, rental tax, withholding
tax, and corporation tax,
among others. The main
types of indirect taxes are
VAT, customs duty, excise
and turn over taxes.

▄ Business (investment) visa copy
▄ Passport size picture of the
general manager
MINIMUM CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS
▄ For wholly foreign-owned
company, the minimum capital
requirement is 200,000 USD

NOTE:

CINE 2021

Start

investing
in Ethiopia

NOW!
C INE was established by the Former

President of the Federal Democratic
Republic of Ethiopia, His Excellency Dr
Mulatu Teshome, to continue serving his
country with the rich experience he has
developed over the years.
CINE is a board-led not for profit professional
organization that was registered with
Agency for Civil Society Organizations on
August 13, 2019 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
with Registry Number 4356 in accordance
with Proclamation 1113/2011.
CINE as an investment Think Tank Center
exists to be a reliable investment bridge that
would bring key investment stakeholders
together in order to catalyze viable and
sustainable investment partnership between
Ethiopia and the rest of the world.
Among others, CINE engages itself
with sustaining existing investments by
walking alongside investor, attract new
foreign investors through evidencebased promotion, incubate viable local
investment ventures, provide tailored
professional advisory services to investors
and to government, and facilitate
continuous engagement among investment
stakeholders in order to ensure sustainable
investment in Ethiopia

CINE Membership
Categories & Privileges

1.

Presidential Council

2.

Joint Venture, Matchmaking and Other
Business Opportunities

3.

Executive Coaching and Managerial
Advices

4.

Advice on Investment Strategies,
Regulatory Requirements, Operational
Issues and Tailored Best Practices

5.

Help Scale up Investment in Ethiopia
and Neighboring Countries and Beyond

6.

Advice Foreign Companies to Enter,
Grow and Succeed in Ethiopia and
Expertly Positioned to Provide Ongoing
Advice

7.

UpToDate Information and Data
Including Market Opportunities to Build
Business in and with Ethiopia

8.

One-on-One Strategic Engagement
Opportunities with CINE

9.

Networking Opportunities with New and
Existing Key Stakeholders

10. Administrative Support
11. Access to Trusted Professional Service
Providers.



CINE MEMBERSHIP

Membership fillout form
CINE Core Functions

Name of Organization/Company:

1. Investment Promotion & Networking
2. Joint Venture and Matchmaking
3. Investment Due Diligence
4. Investment Think Tank
5. Sustaining Existing Investments
6. Incubating Viable Investment

Name of Representative:

Title:

Office Telephone:

Office Telephone:

Email Address:

Website Address:

7. Advising Investors

Membership Category

8. Advising Government

 CINE Council Member

Signature

Year 2021 Membership
Fee in Ethiopian Birr:
100,000 One Hundred
Thousand Ethiopian Birr

Date:

Company Stamp
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COVER STORY

THE FEDERAL DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC OF ETHIOPIA
Ethiopia is a gateway to Africa, and Addis Ababa,
the capital city, is where both the African Union - AU
and the United Nations Economic Commission for
Africa - UNECA are headquartered.
Addis Ababa is referred to as the “Political
Capital of Africa” due to its historical,
diplomatic, and political significance for
Africa. Addis Ababa is known not only for
its high concentration of Embassies but
also for hosting several other continental,
regional and international organizations.
Investment Overview in Ethiopia
Investment in Ethiopia is facilitated by
the Ethiopian Investment Commission,
which exists to enhance foreign and
local investment by promoting resource
potentials and investment opportunities.
The Investment Commission is mandated
to initiating policy and implementation
measures to create conducive investment
climate and providing efficient services to
investors so as to bring fast and sustainable
economic development in the country.
Guided by its Growth and Transformation
Plan – GTP, Ethiopia aims to reach a

CINE (Center for Investment Networking in Ethiopia)

Middle-Income status by 2025 through
domestic development activities and
multi-sector foreign direct investment
ventures. The implementation of GTP
continues to accelerate the expansion
of physical infrastructure through public
investments
seeking
to
transform
Ethiopia into a manufacturing hub. In
line with the industrialization policy and
the manufacturing strategy, the country’s
industrial sector is set to expand by 20%
creating more jobs.
Ethiopia’s geographic location added to the
Ethiopian Airlines, Member of Star Alliance,
which flies to over 110 world cities, gives it
strategic dominance as a jumping off point
to Africa and the whole World. With the
population of over 100 million, Ethiopia is
the 2nd most populous country in Africa.
The young productive population with
median age of 19, its land area of 1.14 million
km2, the untapped natural resources, its
highly favorable weather, its fastest growing
economy and the government’s unrelenting
effort to enhance the ease of doing business
makes the country auspicious investment
destination of our time.
CINE aims at making contribution toward
sustainable economic growth and overall

poverty reduction, which require
significant progress in job creation by
attracting Foreign Direct Investment.
Given the credibility of its founder,
H.E. Dr Mulatu Teshome, its strategic
national and global networks, and
the well-versed experts that its pulls
together, CNE is in an exclusive position
to serve as a reliable investment bridge
between investors, policy makers and
other investment stakeholders.
The establishment of CINE as a credible
not-for-profit Ethiopian organization,
its cognizance of government policies,
laws, rules, and regulations plus its
acquaintance of local realities will add
unique value in assisting investors
by providing tailored services that
would mitigate investment challenges,
enhance operational efficiency, and help
create a better conducive environment
for sustainable investment in Ethiopia.
Facilitating ongoing engagements
between existing investors in Ethiopia,
both domestic and local by organizing
networking sessions.
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Ser vice & Activities

Road Project in Ethiopia

CINE Core

investment cooperations.
d. Consolidating and communicating
facts on the ground in order to
inform and accelerate investment
decisions.

Investment
Services &
Activities

2. INVESTMENT JOINT VENTURE AND
MATCHMAKING:

1. INVESTMENT PROMOTION AND
NETWORKING:

a. Facilitating long-term business
negotiations between investors.

CINE targets both domestic and
foreign companies as potential
investors, and seeks to bring
investment opportunities to
Ethiopia by:
a. Promoting investment
opportunities in Ethiopia
by facilitating higher level
business negotiations between
Ethiopia and foreign business
entities.
b. Identifying and engaging
anchor local and overseas
investors and investment firms.
c. Establishing business
opportunity groups and
business councils between
Ethiopia and would be
counterparts to ensure robust
CINE (Center for Investment Networking in Ethiopia)

CINE helps ensure business
partnering between local investors and
foreign potential investors based on
global best practices by:

b. Facilitating investment joint
ventures.
c. Facilitating investment matchmaking opportunities
3. INVESTMENT DUE DILIGENCE:
CINE enhances process efficiency by
providing needed timely information
and wise counsel to investors so that
they may make informed investment
decisions by:
a. Assisting investors with acquisition
of license and other administrative
procedures
b. Conducting investment feasibility
studies
c. Conducting appraisal of investor’s

profile
d. Serving as an adviser to
new investors prior to and
during investment cycle.
4. INVESTMENT THINK TANK:
CINE will serve as
independent professional
platform that would inform
and engage key investment
stakeholders by:
a. Conducting investment
studies, compiling
investment best practices,
and producing timely
investment publications .
b. Facilitating principled
policy dialogue with
government towards
creating a more conducive
investment environment.
c. Assessing and adapting
global investment best
practices to Ethiopia.
d. Assessing strength and
limitation of Ethiopian
investment development
practices, thus ensure
continuous improvement
e. Organizing national,
regional and global
investment consultations
on strategic matters

in consultation and
coordination with
Ethiopian Investment
Commission
5. SUSTAINING EXISTING
INVESTMENTS:
CINE works toward
strengthening and sustaining
existing investments toward
industrialization by:
a. Encouraging sustainable
economic growth through
win-win solutions of
increased FDI and
growing return on
investment for both
national and Trans
National Corporations.
b. Providing real-time
assistance to investors
on critical investment
challenges
c. Providing developmental
post-establishment
consultancy services to
investors
d. Retaining and scaling up
existing investments by
encouraging continual
follow up and timely
actions on investment
developments
e. Identifying domestic
CINE 2021
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Ser vice & Activities
investment challenges and co-devising
solutions
f. Orienting existing investors on new
investment trends, opportunities, laws
and provisions
g. Providing tailored training and
ongoing coaching to expat investment
managers in order to enhance crosscultural communication and managerial
efficacy
h. Providing tailored training to domestic
workers that would boost performance
work culture and improve work
relationships

i.

Helping investors resolve
investment disputes.

6. INCUBATING INVESTMENTS:
CINE pledges to assist the creation of
new and innovative businesses and
investment ventures by:
a. Fueling entrepreneurship by
facilitating experience sharing,
coaching, and the sharing best
practices and success stories
among young entrepreneurs and
diaspora communities.

7. ADVISING INVESTORS:
CINE serves as source of information,
wisdom and guidance for potential
investors by:

CINE

a. Providing context-based technical
and managerial advisory services
to investors on prevalent or
emergent investment matters.
b. Prototype searching, providing
globally relevant and locallytailored consultancy and relevant
services to investors

b. Helping startup investment ventures with feasibility studies
and the development of comprehensive business plan
c. Providing tailored and inspirational business management
training
d. Promoting investment linkages between Ethiopia and its
neighbors
e. Cooperating with national and international investment
promotion agencies such as AfriPAnet , WAIPA , and the
like, thus bring global and local talent together to incubate
novel and viable investment ideas
f. Strengthening technical and institutional capacity of local
innovative small-scale businesses

CINE (Center for Investment Networking in Ethiopia)

c. Developing needed legal and
administrative documents in local
and foreign languages, which
include by-laws, financial policy,
human resource policy and
material management policy, and
contractual agreements as per the
country law
d. Help investors with recruitment,
induction, and development of
domestic workers

8. ADVISING GOVERNMENT:
Based on the expertise we acquired
from practice and research through our
panel of experts from business and
academia, CINE is able to offer unique
country insight as well as peer-to-peer
practical support to policy makers by
a. Benchmarking global investment
management best practices and
customizing to local realities for
government consumption
b. Engaging policy makers in strategic
thinking process to improve policies
that would retain existing investors,
attract new investors, and scaleup
investment in Ethiopia
c. Providing professional advisory
services to the government of
Ethiopia on strategic investment
issues

e. Providing advisory services to
investors on specific legal matters

d. Providing tailored capacity building
services to the Ethiopian Federal
and Regional Investment Office
workers to ensure the provision
of ethical, efficient and excellent
services

f. Helping investors with structural
design of investment programs in
Ethiopia

e. Developing aftercare and policy
advisory to the government of
Ethiopia . ▣

g. Responding to incoming foreign
investors and facilitating the
investment process
CINE 2021

GOVER
NANCE
MANAGEMENT

PROJECTS
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CINE Tripartite partnership with the Ethiopian Investment commission and Ethiopian Chamber
of Commerce Associations. CINE also has signed strategic partnerships with International
Financial corporation – CINE closely works with the government of Ethiopia and all federal
and regional sectoral offices.

CINE is a board-led not for profit professional
organization that was registered with Agency for
Civil Society Organizations on August 13, 2019
in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia with Registry Number
4356 in accordance with Proclamation 1113/2011.
The Organization is governed by Board of Directors
chaired by His Excellency Dr Mulatu Teshome,
Former President of the Federal Democratic
Republic of Ethiopia. Organizational activities are
carried out by professional crews and affiliates
headed by the CINE Executive Director.

CINE is being affiliated to global platforms
including the World Association of
Investment Promotion Agency – WAIPA.
CINE also has credible organizations
and investment companies Council
Members. Moreover, CINE is connected
to Trusted Law Firms, Consultancy
Firms, Think tanks, and Higher Learning
Institutions as operational partners.

The Organization is
governed by Board
of Directors headed
by His Excellency Dr
Mulatu Teshome, Former President
of the Federal Democratic Republic
of Ethiopia. Organizational
activities are carried out by
professional crews and affiliates
headed by the CINE CEO.

Center for Investment
Networking in Ethiopia
- CINE
Vision: CINE aspires to see
developed and globally connected
Ethiopia through win-win
and sustainable investment
partnership.
Mission: CINE as an Ethiopian
investment Think Tank Center exists
to be a reliable investment bridge
that would catalyze viable and
sustainable investment endeavors.

Core Values – CINE
C o l l a b o r a t i o n: C a t a l y z i n g
strategic partnership
Integrity: Serving with the
furthermost veracity
Nucleic: Become a center
where investors and investment
stakeholders engage to incubate
investment ideas and together
unlock investment challenges with
unleash investment potential.
Excellence: Committed to
continuous learning and providing
seamlessly tailored services . ▣

CINE (Center for Investment Networking in Ethiopia)

CINE 2021
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Dr Mulatu
Teshome
President

Dr Mulatu was Former President
Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary to the People’s Republic
of China (1994-1995), to Japan (19921994); and nonresident Ambassador to
Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia, Australia
and the Philippines.

CINE

CENTER FOR INVESTMENT
NETWORKING IN ETHIOPIA
P.O. Box: 21405/1000,
Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia
Email: ceocine@investethiopia.org /
signupcine@gmail.com
Telephone: +251-111-261410
Office Hours: GMT+3 (0900 am -1700 pm)

CINE (Center for Investment Networking in Ethiopia)

His Excellency Dr Mulatu Teshome has
earned high reputation and credibility
in promoting Ethiopia for international
trade and investment by the people and
government of Ethiopia in particular and
was praised by the international business
community for his encouraging words
and policy guidance in general.
His Excellency Dr Mulatu was the
Speaker of the House of Federation
during October 2002 – October
2005, which is the second Chamber
of the Federal Government. Prior to
his service as elected Speaker of the
House of Federation, he was Minister
of Agriculture (2001-2002) and Vice
Minister at the Ministry of Economic
Development and Cooperation, very well
known as: MEDAC (1995-2001).

